ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

CONSONANT-CHARACTERIZED WORDS by Alan Frank


COLLOQUI

The anagram phrase is INTERCOASTAL ALTERATIONS.

AN OLYMPIC QUIZ, 1984 STYLE by Darryl Francis

First column: chemotropically, complimentarily, compulsatorily, compulsorily, cyclopism, epitomically, impregnatorily, malacophily, megascopically, micropylar, microstyslospore, mycetophilid

Second column: mycetophilous, mycophenolic, mycophilic, myoplasmic, optometrically, polemically, polyaeamic, polyarchism, polychasium, pollidonomes, polychoirophism/polychroism, polychromatic

Third column: polychromatic, polychromatise, polychromatist, polychromies, polychromine, polychromism, polychromax, polycratism, polymicrobial, polydemic, polydemonistic, polydynamic

Fourth column: polyemic, polyglutamic, polyhemic, polymetamerism, polymetachic, polymetric, polymeromote, polyoctic, polyoctic, polyoecism, polycystic, polyphemic
Fifth column: polyprismatic, polysemic, polyspermic, polystromatic, polysystemic, Polytrichetum, prediplomacy, pyrochemical, pyrometrically, pyrometrically, spasmodically, thermoscopically

ANOTHER CHARADE CROSSWORD by Ernst Theimer

ACROSS
3. debasement (on arisen earth at = on a ride, debasement near that) 9. onager (feature: direct orations = featured iron age restorations) 10. exile (save = sex I leave) 12. utter (G.1. venoms = given out terms) 13. uniform (merger man = Muni, former German) 15. needed (weak kit or = weak-kneed editor) 17. etagere (jar sit sun wanted = jet age rears its unwanted) 19. Eire (that in globs terse vend inner sin = their eating lobster seven dinners in) 20. chorused (ship sat animal though = ships at anchor use dim although) 22. rotators (alt it chasm all = Afro, tat or stitch a small) 24. rani (cat a man ahead to he a den counter = catamaran in a head-to-head encounter) 25. predate (do mow, ill - flu - shade event he's lightest = domo will flush a deep red at even the slightest) 30. assume (are cashew assure tops = areca, she was sure to pass umes) 31. readies (theatre wed = the area die strewn) 32. serin (so fat hogs = sofa those rings) 33. antes (the mandolin ever = them andante soli never) 34. talent (use full of type desire = useful lofty pedestal entire) 35. intertwine (war, muffles = winter, twin earmuffs)

DOWN
1. counterpart (shortened = short encounter parted) 2. interior (is pen ton at rip top or tug all as twig in all yearned = I spent on a trip to Portugal last winter I originally earned) 3. dates (who sec and it rode = whose candidate strode) 4. beret (bras hit a liana, burned = brash italian abbe returned) 5. senator (chop, I done = chosen a torpid one) 6. exit (schism is taken = sex itch is mistaken) 7. elopes (film in gel and so ran to me what = filming elands or antelope somewhat) 8. Nero (called = cane rolled) 11. impedimenta (Roman cellist = romance limped, 1, mentalist) 14. figures (standard, Swedish all own own a sty = standards, we disfigure shallow, now nasty) 16. dreaded (Shep or Ed overwork, son the Moslem had janitor. I also fall, kind son = She pored over works on the Moslem hadj and read editorials of all kinds on) 18. renamed (box in gale = boxing arena mingle) 21. hottest (oft hear row. She sing anew = of the arrows he shot, testing a new) 23. tenant (there. Cent lyre wrote. Matthew el at tended = the recently-rewritten anthem at the well-attended) 26. assai (no to new howling = not one who was sailing) 27. puree (a real limit, her = are all impure, either) 28. mean (west. Ward see king, mad for tune = westward, seeking fame and fortune) 29. tier (regreased = regret I erased)

INSTRUCTION

Word War fiction or poem to be sent to the New Jersey

It is only written man to send type puzzles, dia-
in a form suitable for reduced from.

In non-French statements investigation have been the Unabridged Commercial word or a re-
field. Footnotes either in the

Non-subject which their